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Washington Public Power Supply System
P.O. Box 968 3000 George Washington Way Richland, Washington 99352 (509) 372-5000

March 21, 1983
G02-83-243
NS-L-02-PLP-83-018

Docket No. 50-397

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. A. Schwencer, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 2
Division of Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Schwencer:

Subject: NUCLEAR PROJECT NO. 2
FIRE PROTECTION SAFE SHUTDOWN ANALYSIS (ATTACHED)

As discussed during a phone conversation on December 7, 1982, between
Messrs. R. Auluck, J. Ridgely, and D. Kubicki of the NRC and R. Nelson,
A. Kupinski, R. Vosburgh, E. Fredenburg, D. Evans, and D. Bush of the
Supply System, the subject analysis is provided. Specific revisions to
the FSAR and Fire Protection Evaluation Report reflecting this analysis
are presently being prepared. In summary, the attached analysis utilizes
ADS and RHR Loop B to achieve safe shutdown instead of a high pressure
system (RCIC) and RHR Loop B as previously intended.

Should you have any questions, please contact Mr. R. M. Nelson, Manager,
WNP-2 Licensing.

Very truly yours,

G. D. Bouchey
Manager, Nuclear Safety and Regulatory Programs

PLP/jca
Attachment

cc: R Auluck — NRC
WS Chin - BPA
D Kubicki - NRC

J Ridgely - NRC

A Toth - NRC Site
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~ ~ FIRE PROTECTION SAFE SHUTDOWN ANALYSI

1.0 Introduction

2.0

The purpose of this document is to provide the basis for compliance
with Section III, Paragraph G of Appendix R, "Fire Protection of Safe
Shutdown Capability" utilizing a revised dedicated shutdown path. The

applicable FSAR sections and the Fire Protqction Evaluation report will
be revised to reflect this mode of shutdown cooling.

The revised shutdown path utilizes the ADS plus RHRB as a dedicated
system to achieve safe shutdown instead of a high pressure system (RCIC)
plus RHRB as currently documented in the FSAR. The enclosed

analysis'emonstrates,compliance with Section III, paragraph G of Appendix R

to fulfill safe shutdown requirements based on analyses documented
in NED0-24708A, "Additional Information Required for NRC Staff Generic
Report on Boiling Water Reactors," vol. 1 and 2. Revision 1 of NEDO

24708A was provided to the NRC to include BWRs not included in the
original document.

Summary and Conclusion

Appendix R requires that a fire must be considered with a simultaneous
loss of off-site power which, in turn, dictates that safe shutdown be
accomplished by systems utilizing the suppression pool for reactor depres-
surization. In the WNP-2 Fire Protection Evaluation Report, safe shut-
down was accomplished utilizing a high pressure system for core cooling
from event initiation to hot shutdown and a dedicated low pressure system
(RHRB) in the shutdown cooling mode from hot to cold shutdown. The mode
of depressurization used in the following analysis is based on a rapid
depressurization (ADS) in going from event initiation directly to cold
shutdown where a dedicated low pressure system (RHRB) is utilized in the
alternate shutdown cooling mode.

The analyses demonstrate that peak clad temperatures remain well below
any safety limit and the suppression pool temperature limits are not
exceeded. The fuel clad temperature and water level response is deter.-
mined from analyses presented in NEDO 24708A. The peak fuel-clad tem--
perature will not significantly exceed saturation temperature, although
water level momentarily drops below the top of the core. The suppres-
sion pool temperature response remains below safety limits as inferred
from several sources, including A GE sensitivity study performed for
this situation. f

3.0 Di scussi on and Analysi s

3.1 Method

F 1.1 General-Safe Shutdown Path Selection

A single fire, is postulated to occur in only one fire area. The WNP-2
Fire Hazards Analysis uses a combination of the Fire Area Method and the
Dedicated Shutdown Method. It utilized the Dedicated Shutdown Approach
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Page Number Two
FIRE PROTECTION SAFE SHUTDOWN ANALYSIS

3.0 Discussion and Analysis (Cont.)

3.1 Method (Cont.)

3.1.1 General-Safe Shutdown Path Selection (Cont.)

where safe shutdown systems are in one fire area without provisions
for separation in accordance with Appendix R and the Fire Area Method
where safe shutdown equipment is located in redundent fire areas.

'n

accordance with Appendix R requirements, loss of offsite power is
'assumed simultaneously with a fire. The primary impact of, this assump-
tion is the closure of the MSIVs immediately upon loss of the grid,
thereby, eliminating the main condenser as the heat sink. Therefore,
the flow path selection for reactor depressurization must utilize the
suppression pool as a heat sink.

As demonstrated in the foll'owing sections, an acceptable shutdown cool-
ing path is to depressurize rapidly from event initiation to cold shut-
down conditions. This mode of shutdown utilized the ADS plus RHR Loop B

and associ ated service water for the Loop B heat exchanger. Specific
equipment requirements will be provided following revisions to the FSAR

and Fire Protection Evaluation Report.

3.2 Reactor Response
1

A catastrophic'fire of sufficient magnitude to result in loss of all high
pressure injection capability, i.e., HPCS, RCIC, CRD, and Feedwater,

is'n

extremely 1 ow probabi 1 i ty event. However, scenari os of thi s type have
been analyzed for different initiating events by the General Electric Co.
in NEDO 24708A. By providing thermal barrier protection for the ADS and
RHR Loop B Systems, WNP-2 assures that core cooling is maintained and the
scenario of a fire plus loss of offsite power is bounded by the analysis
provided in the NEDO 24708A.

P

The loss of offsite power and loss of normal feedwater assumptions assure
that an immediate reactor scram occurs. The negative reactivity available
due to control and safety rod injection upon scram will maintain subcriti-
cality from event initiation to cold shutdown. Vessel isolation occurs
as the water level decreases and no high pressure make-up systems are
available. Upon isolation, the vessel pressure increases resulting in
the safety relief valve opening and discharging steam to the pool. The
water level continues to decrease due to steaming through the s'afety
relief, valves. The conditions facing the operator at this time can,
therefore, be summari zed as: A loss of offsite power, reactor scram and
vessel isolation, steaming through the safety relief valves increasing
suppression pool temperature, vessel water level decreasing, no high
pressure makeup systems responding, and very high secondary containment
temperatures due to the fire.
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FIRE PROTECTION SAFE SHUTDOWN ANALYSIS

3.0 Di scussi on and Analysi s (Cont. )

3.2 "Reactor Response (Cont.)

According to WNP-2 Emergency Operating Procedures, manual ADS wj 11 be
accomplished by the operator upon recognition of the following con-
ditions:

'I r

Low water level in the vessel, or
Suppression pool temperature reaches 120 F, or
High temperature exists in two or more areas of the secondary
containment.

Therefore, adequate'ndication i s immediately available for the operato'r
to initiate ADS. However, assuming the operator waits unti 1 the vessel
water lev'el drops to near the top of the active core region, NEDO 24708A
(see figure 3.5.2.1-12.1 through 12.8, reproduced here as figures 1

through 8) shows top of core uncovery is brief and fuel temperature never
exceeds normal operating temperatures. Greater than 10 minutes exists
for the operator to manually initiate ADS, prior to the level falling
below the top of the active core.

'

Although Figures 1 through 8 were analyzed for a BWR 4, a straight for;
ward mass energy balance analysis for WNP-2 indicates the time available
before the water level drops to the top of the active core is also 1150
seconds. As noted throughout the NEDO report, the analysis was done in
a generic fashion where possible and for this scenario, BWR 4s and 5s
respond similarly. The transient depicted in Figures 1 through 8 are
for a very small liquid break (.001 ft.2) which does not alter the
sequence timing significantly for the fire protection scenario.

3.3 Suppression Pool Response

The containnent suppression pool temperature response is expected to,
remain below 196 F during this type of transient. Several studies 'exist
which validate this conclusion. The containment suppression pool tran-
sient analysis (FSAR Appendix G Ref. 3.1-7) contains an analysis of
reactor isolation/scram with only one RHR available. The peak suppres-
sion pool temperature for this case was 196o F (Figure 9).

A sensitivity. study has been performed by the General Electric
Company'GE)

for the Supply System on peak suppression pool temperature as a
function of the important input assumptions and parameters. The results
of this analysis are presented in Table l.
The worst case assumption that could potentially increase peak suppres-.
sion pool temperature is a 20% reduction of heat exchanger effectiveness.
with a .long delay in closing the RHR heat exchanger bypass valve.
Although some heat exchanger effectiveness decrease is expected with the
reduced flow due to circulation through the ADS valves, it is not expected
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3.0 Di scussi on and Analysi s (Cont. )

3.3 Suppression Pool Response

to be 20% (10/-15/ maximum). However, even the most conservative
potential increase would be offset by any one of the following realis-
tic assumptions: A 5 F decrease in both the initial pool temperature
and service, water temperature, rapid vessel depressuri zation instead
of a coritrolled cool down, or a realistic decay heat assumption. The
analyses in NEDO 24708A are based upon a realistic decay heat. Further-
more, the flow of coolant to the pool through the safety relief valves
and quenchers would be liquid long before a peak pool temperature would
be reached and, therefore, no unstable steam condensation problems would
be encountered.

3.4 Long-Term Response

As demonstrated in the previous sections, the alternate 'shutdown cooling
mode provides sufficient cooling capability to remove decay heat and
maintain the suppression pool temperature below limits. Therefore, the
operator may wish to remain in this cooling mode until offsite power is
restored, additional equipment becomes available, etc. However, by
approximately 300 minutes, the level decrease would be slow enough to
permit the operator to switch over to the normal shutdown coding mode-
provided adequate valving is available. This switchover would termi-
nate mass and energy additions to the suppression pool and increase the
effectiveness of the RHR heat exchanger.

3.5 Process Monitoring and Operator Actions

Due to the catastrophic fai lures assumed for this scenario, the operator's
mitigating actions and process monitoring needed to. perform" those actions
become very basic. The minimum process variables required are reactor ,

vessel water level, reactor vessel pressure, suppression pool temperature,
and suppression pool water level. The operator would receive high tempera-
ture readings from the secondary containment areas; however, after initia-
tion of the event, these indications are not required.

lhth the process vari able information avai lab'le, the operator must utilize
the ADS for depressuri zation upon noti ng that water level continues to
decrease below the high pressure systems actuation setpoints. The
operator then closes the RHR heat exchanger bypass valves to initiate the
"Alternate Shutdown" cooling mode. In the long term, the operator may
choose to switch over from alternate shutdown cooling to recirculation
shutdown cooling mode, if actuation of the outboard isolation valve on
the recirculation line is available (not a Division II powered valve).
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FIGURE 3'- 12.3 SYSTEII FLOW RATES VS TlfkE FOR A 0.001 FT SUCTION BREAK.WITH ONE
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FIGURE 5 - 12.5" NATURAL CIRCULATION FLOW RATE VS TII1E FOR A 0.001 FT SUCTION
BREAK WITII ONE LPCI AVAILABLE.
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EFFECT OF gSUclPT?04'POiI

HJQIPU;) SUPPRESS?Oi) POOL TEHPELUIiTURE

Case Ilo. ffore~lfzed
$ P gTAo

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ to ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ e ~ ~ ~

Casa Descrfptfon
~ k

Base Case. I olatfon-scram 1 RllR 100'F/hr coo)darn'r~ TSP - 120'F, E6 ufnute delay fry P„" P> >
'fat start, of shutdown cooBng (Sce Table iI).

).0'26 Casa I, fifth 105 rcductfon fn'I','for "altornate
shuMow" cool fng @ada.

3 1.055 Casa 1, with ZN raductfon 5n K for altarnata
shutda~ cade.

0.935. Case 1, fifth O'F r,ductfon fn fnftfa'l pool tmperaturh
and sorvfce Mater temp."ratura.

0

rS

0.9M Ca.«. 1, fifth ~p heat for 1 BHR ~p only.

0 28Z Ca:a 1, fifth NS 5,'l decay. heat.
~ ~

Case 1, Mfth ".a1tarnate shutdown" coolfng on at 20
minutes.

1.022 Casa 1> fifth"alternat "hutdom" cool fng on at 30 nfnutes.

0.900 Case 1, fifth rapfd vess~l depr.s".urfza&on at
TSP - 120'F. SD ccolfog at 6900 seconds.~

).ON Case 1'as cadfffod by Cases 3, 4. 5 and 9.*

, 0.950 >an 1 as aedfffed by Cases 3, 4, O, 6 and 9.*

* Tfoe of s~ftchovcr to xhuedom cool)ng not optfnfzed.

~ S.P.F S.P, fht~1 case SP F SP fnt~
~ thoro TSP F

" iL'xf~ Suppres-.fon pool Tempera ~ 'Ca0a 1 7.SP. fnt"
?nftfal Suppres fan Pool Temperature.
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